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C major

C minor

C 7

C maj7

C min7

C sus4

C sus2
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C#/Db major

C#/Db minor

C#/Db 7

C#/Db maj7

C#/Db min7

C#/Db sus4

C#/Db sus2
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D major

D minor

D 7

D maj7

D min7

D sus4

D sus2
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D#/Eb major

D#/Eb minor

D#/Eb 7

D#/Eb maj7

D#/Eb min7

D#/Eb sus4

D#/Eb sus2
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E major

E minor

E 7

E maj7

E min7

E sus4

E sus2
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F major

F minor

F 7

F maj7

F min7

F sus4

F sus2
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F#/Gb major

F#/Gb minor

F#/Gb 7

F#/Gb maj7

F#/Gb min7

F#/Gb sus4

F#/Gb sus2
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G major

G minor

G 7

G maj7

G min7

G sus4

G sus2
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G#/Ab major

G#/Ab minor

G#/Ab 7

G#/Ab maj7

G#/Ab min7

G#/Ab sus4

G#/Ab sus2
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A major

A minor

A 7

A maj7

A min7

A sus4

A sus2
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A#/Bb major

A#/Bb minor

A#/Bb 7

A#/Bb maj7

A#/Bb min7

A#/Bb sus4

A#/Bb sus2
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B major

B minor

B 7

B maj7

B min7

B sus4

B sus2
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The contents of this pdf file can be distributed freely and are available to everyone.

The idea behind doing this was basically that I couldn’t find any chord diagrams that weren’t either being charged for or were too small to read. I figured it should be made available to all... I hope it helps you.

Any omissions or required alterations please contact simon@creedy.com.au so I can put them right.

A noble thank you to Raphael Ettle who helped fix up some chords.